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Autodeskew
Upon upgrading to the latest version of Parameter Setup, image windows may need to be adjusted if the autodeskew
feature is used. The autodeskew feature has always been most efﬁcient when black borders (image capture beyond
the document’s physical edges) are conﬁgured. Newer releases of Parameter Setup (IT2Install 2.30 Build 11 and
IT3/4 Install 4.00 Build 1 and higher) distictly exhibit efﬁcient use of the autodeskew feature when black borders are
conﬁgured.
For all parameter ﬁles using the autodeskew feature, a black border of 50-75 pixels or 1/4 inch around the images
is required for the autodeskew feature to function effectively. Black borders of about 50-75 pixels should frame the
image. Threshold should be set between 65 and 75 and Filter should be set between 12 and 15.

To properly conﬁgure and check for black borders, both Hardware Setup and Parameter Setup are used. Hardware
Setup is generally used to conﬁgure Registration and Skew (ImageTrac II only) and Start/Stop. The image window
provided for test scanning in Hardware Setup is sufﬁcient to visually estimate the proper settings for Registration,
Skew, Start/Stop when no border, or no speciﬁc border size is required.
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To check for a speciﬁc border size of 50-75 pixels or 1/4 inch, the image display window in Parameter Setup is
required. Conﬁguring a larger or smaller black border is done in Hardware Setup, but tool to measure the number of
pixels in the black border is located only in Parameter Setup.

The Basic Process to Create and Check Proper Black Borders
Adjust for Registration and Skew (ImageTrac II only) and Start/Stop using Hardware Setup per normal procedure,
but run tests in Parameter Setup (using a parameter ﬁle referencing the hardware ﬁle modiﬁed for black borders)
to test and measure the size of the black borders. If adjustment in the border size is needed, go back to Hardware
Setup; make adjustments; test and measure again in Parameter Setup.

Checklist/Steps:
1.

Use Parameter Setup to run test scans and check images for current borders, if any. (Ensure that no
autocropping or deskew features are enabled during tests)

2.

Adjust for Registration and Skew (ImageTrac II only) and Start/Stop using Hardware Setup

3.

Run tests in Parameter Setup (Ensure that no autocropping or deskew features are enabled during tests)

4.

Test and measure the size of the black borders

5.

If adjustments are needed, go back to Hardware Setup to make adjustments, then test and measure again in
Parameter Setup. Repeat until black borders are 50-75 pixels or 1/4 inch in width

6.

Save proper settings, re-enable autocropping and/or deskew features as needed, and apply to all hardware ﬁles.
Speciﬁc instructions for measuring DPI, adjusting Registration and Skew (ImageTrac II
only) and Start/Stop are addressed in this tip sheet.
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Measuring DPI
1.

Open Parm Setup.

2.

Open the Parameter File and hand feed the test document.

3.

In the Image View window, Fit or zoom to the preferred perspective.

4.

Right-click in the window and select Measure DPI.

5.

Click on one side of the area you would like to measure and drag to
the other side. The number of pixels will appear in red.

6.

Right-click and select Clear to measure again.

Note: When measuring black borders or areas on images, run several test scans and
measure. No two documents scan at exactly the same angle, gap, etc, so
there may be small discrepancies in measurements from one documents to the
next. Use the average or most common measurements among the test scans to
estimate adjustments that may be needed.
Note: If using dpi measurements to determine the pixels width of black borders, make
sure that the parameter ﬁle is set with no autocropping or autodeskew settings
on. If these settings are on, the images displayed in Parameter Setup will
appear cropped even if the borders established in Hardware Setup are quite
large. Make sure that any settings for autocropping or deskew that are turned
off in Parameter Setup are turned back on for live production. ...OR, optimally,
use non-production copies of hardware and parameter ﬁles to ﬁrst establish
correct settings, then apply to production ﬁles.

Settings in Parameter Setup under Camera and Image Tabs
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Setting Skew, Start, Stop and Registration
To facilitate the adjustments for Skew, Start, Stop and Registration it is recommended that a test sheet be made with
designations to show the starting and ending edges as well as a registration edge of the document. This can be done
on any blank stock.
NOTE: Skew and Registration are set before leaving the factory. Making
adjustments to these settings is not a routine step in the camera setup
procedure and unnecessary adjustments could alter camera performance.
Any adjustment to skew and registration should be conducted only by
technicians that have attended the hardware class and are fully trained on
making these adjustments.

sample test page
The test arrow start points in the direction of document ﬂow on the ImageTrac. The stop arrow points to the
trailing edge of the document and the registration arrow is the edge that travels against the registration guide on the
transport frame. These designations on the test paper allow you to compare the scanned image sides with those of
the actual document and make adjustments accordingly. It is not necessary for your test page to be printed like the
sample. It can be hand drawn, but do ensure that arrows go to the edge of the paper.
NOTE: A border for the operator side is not necessary for any ImageTrac Scanner for
autodeskew to work efﬁciently.
NOTE: Adjustments for Registration and Skew are not required on the ImageTrac III or
ImageTrac IV. The nature of the cameras in these scanners accommodates the
requirements. Only the start and stop settings need to be conﬁgured for black
borders on these scanners.
NOTE: The following procedures are the same on the Front and the Rear Cameras.
Keep in mind that because the rear camera is inverted, adjustments there will be
opposite those made on the front camera.
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Adjusting for Skew (ImageTrac II Only)
The steps listed below will allow you to correct image skew.
1.

Locate and double click on the “Image Server” icon on the desktop. This will launch the image server
window. Do not proceed with any other steps until the SSE status in areas all active cameras reads “ready”.
Minimize this screen after ready status is obtained in all areas.

2.

Double click on the “HardSetup” icon on the desktop.

3.

Select the speed.

4.

Select the camera (front or rear) from the menu list.
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5. Select the feed command in the lower right hand corner of the window or the green arrow at the top left of
the window. When the feed window opens, place the test page, oriented portrait, on the transport making sure
to cover sensor 1. Select the green feed arrow in this window.
6. After the scan is complete open the ﬁle corresponding to the camera you are adjusting. The correct ﬁles are:
1000001.jpg
2000001.jpg
3000001.jpg

front camera
rear camera
DALSA camera

NOTE: As additional tests are run you will notice additional ﬁles will accumulate in the
test feed ﬁle window. The ﬁrst number will always refer to the camera, the last
number will refer to the number of the test image. The example 1000003.jpg
would refer to an image captured by the front camera and is the third test image
made.
Using your test image, determine if you are experiencing document skew. This will be determined by a
crooked image appearing in the test feed window. It may be necessary to enlarge the view to detect slight
skews. It may be helpful to increase start time to add some black space to the leading edge of the test
document. This additional black space makes skews more evident.

7.

If an adjustment is necessary loosen the two 3mm hex screws in the outer side of the camera board.
The arrows indicate
the location of the
skew adjustment
hex screws.
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Only loosen the hex screws enough to get some
free movement. For best results leave the screw
closest to the ImageTrac a little tighter and pivot
the outer side of the board. With this orientation
shift the edge closest to you toward the highest
edge of the image. The skewed example in
would require correction to the right.

8.

Making very gradual adjustments, pivot the edge of the board toward the highest edge of the image. In the
example, a correction to the right would correct the skew for this document.

9.

It may be necessary to repeat this procedure to deskew the document.

10. Upon proper setting, remember to tighten the two hex screws.

Setting Registration (ImageTrac II Only)
The steps listed below allow adjustment to registration settings.
1.

If not already in the correct screen, repeat steps one through ﬁve of “Adjusting for Skew”. Using your test
images just as you did before determine if you are capturing your registration arrow or not.

2.

If an adjustment is necessary, loosen the two 3mm hex screws in the mounting bracket to move forward or
back.

3. If you are getting all of the image and additional black space it will be necessary to adjust your camera out
away from the frame of the Image Trac. If you are getting none of or only part of the arrow an adjustment in
toward the frame will be necessary.
NOTE: If using Autodeskew, black borders of 50-75 pixels or 1/4 inch are needed.
Registration should be set with borders rather than exactly at the page’s edge.
See measuring DPI documentation for instructions on measuring the size of
the black borders.
If a black border is needed, pull the camera away from the registration side of the ImageTrac. If the black
border is too large, push the camera back toward the registration side of the ImageTrac to decrease the size
of the border.
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4.

It may be necessary to repeat this procedure to establish the proper registration settings.

5.

Upon proper setting, remember to tighten the two 3mm hex screws.
NOTE: The adjustments for Skew and Registration may be made on the ﬂy, that is while
running a batch of documents. It is advisable to hand feed test documents one at
a time until you become comfortable with making these adjustments.

Setting Start and Stop
The steps listed below allow adjustment for start and stop settings.
1.

If not already in the correct screen, repeat steps one through ﬁve of “Adjusting for Skew”.

2.

After the scan is complete open the ﬁle corresponding to the camera you are adjusting.
Check for black space at the beginning or end of the document (A). At this time you will also want to see
if the arrows were also captured in their entirety. Too much black at the start edge indicates too early of
a start, some of the arrow missing indicates too late of a start. Too much black at the stop edge indicates
the camera is on too long and some your arrow missing here indicates the camera turning off too soon (B).
Once you have isolated any start or stop deﬁciencies you may touch the red X in the test feed window to
exit out and make your start/stop adjustments.

Start set too early
A
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Stop set too early
B

Correct Start
C

Correct Stop
D

NOTE: If using Autodeskew, black borders of 50-75 pixels or 1/4 inch are needed.
Start and Stop should be set with borders rather than exactly at the
page’s leading and trailing edges. See measuring DPI documentation for
instructions on measuring the size of the black borders.
3.

You will ﬁnd the start and stop adjustments in the center of the hardware adjustment screen labeled Start
and Stop.

ImageTrac II

ImageTrac III and IV

These increments may be labelled as ms or inches, but in actuality, the increments are formulated based on sensor
detection, camera dpi, timing, distance and speed. If an extra 1/4 inch border is needed, adding .25 will not
necessarily produce a .25 inch border.
Think of Start/Stop settings in terms of how long after a sensor is triggered should the camera wait to start and stop
capturing the image of the document as it passes.
If a larger border at the top is needed, subtract from the current start time...setting the camera to
capture sooner (less delay time)...capturing more black border or space before the actual leading edge of the
document. If less border is needed, add to the current start time.
If a larger border at the bottom is needed, add to the current stop time...setting the camera to capture
longer (more delay time)...so the image capture stops later and captures more black border or space after
the actual trailing edge of the document. If less border is needed, subtract from the current start time.
It is advisable to run several test documents to establish proper start and stop settings. Adjustments to start and stop
establish when the cameras are engaged at the beginning of a document and disengaged at the end of that document.
These settings are not speciﬁc to document size.
©2005 Imaging Business Machines, LLC. All Rights Reserved
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NOTE: Check to ensure that adjustments are made to the start and stop settings of the
camera you are currently working on. While adjusting front camera make
adjustments to “Camera A properties” only.
4.

Click the “ﬁle” command and save your changes.
NOTE: If corrections are not showing in the test feed view it may be necessary to enter
“ParmSetup” to view adjustment results.
NOTE: Any of the preceding adjustments can effect registration. For this reason
registration should be the last adjustment made.
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